Abstract. Massive amounts of data for data mining consist of natural language data. A challenge in natural language is to translate the data into a particular language. Machine translation can do the translation automatically. However, the models trained on data from a domain tend to perform poorly for different domains. One way to resolve this issue is to train domain adaptation translation and language models. In this work, we use visualizations to analyze the similarities of domains and explore domain detection methods by using text clustering and domain language models to discover the domain of the test data. Furthermore, we present domain adaptation language models based on tunable discounting mechanism and domain interpolation. A cross-domain evaluation of the language models is performed based on perplexity, in which considerable improvements are obtained. The performance of the domain adaptation models are also evaluated in Chinese-to-English machine translation tasks. The experimental BLEU scores indicate that the domain adaptation system significantly outperforms the baseline especially in domain adaptation scenarios.
Introduction
Data mining [13] is the process of extracting interesting patterns or knowledge from huge amounts of data. The majority of real-world data is in the form of natural language text. One of the grand challenges is to translate the text from one language into another language. Statistical machine translation (MT) [20] is proposed to automatically generate translation results by statistical models. The models are trained from parallel and monolingual corpora. Language models (LM) [4] help machine translation system to discriminate alternative target hypothesis by assigning higher probability to a more fluent sentence.
An issue in MT is that the models trained on data from a particular domain will perform poorly when translating texts from cross-domain data. On the one hand, it is not easy to obtain bilingual corpora for specific domains. Even huge in-domain training data is typically insufficient to combat cross-domain data sparseness. Facing the out-of domain MT tasks, limited models are explored for automatically discovering domains in MT corpora. On the other hand, due to the lack of domain data, language models typically do not make use of domain knowledge in the target data. In general, the accurate estimation of cross-domain n-grams is difficult to achieve by using only knowledge about in-domain n-grams.
In this work, we propose novel methods to detect the domain of the test data based on text clustering and domain language models. These methods are used to classify the test data, choose the domain data for the target set. The domain data will be used for language model adaptation or interpolation. Furthermore, we present domain adaptation language models in machine translation. The domain adaptation LMs can easily be adapted to different domains via a parameter tuning step. We train the principal model with a large amount of background training data and then use the domain data to adjust its discount parameters. In addition, we linear interpolate the LM with a domain language model, in which the interpolation weights are optimized to minimize the perplexity [8] on a domain development set. Finally, we implement the novel models and integrated them into a standard machine translation pipeline.
In our experiments, the domains of the test data can be classified and discovered by our domain detection methods. Our domain adaptation LM was compared with the well-known popular modified Kneser-Ney models [24] that are implemented in SRILM [3] . For indomain test data, our model has lower perplexity scores than the Kneser-Ney model. For cross-domain, our LM achieves significant better perplexity than the competitor. Our model is evaluated on a Chinese-to-English translation task by using both the phrase-based [23] and the hierarchical phrase-based [5] translation model of Moses [21] . The obtained translation results indicate that our model significantly outperforms the baselines. The improvement is particularly large in domain adaptation scenarios.
Related work
Domain adaptation for machine translation has been the focus of several researchers in recent years. Amittai et al. [1] explored domain adaptation by select sentences from a large general domain parallel corpus that are most relevant to the target domain. Xu et al. [14] used the combination of feature weights and language model adaptation, to distinguish multiple domains. Sennrich [22] investigated translation model perplexity minimization as a method to set model weights in mixture modelling. Hasler et al. [7] investigated that the combining domain and topic adaptation approaches can be beneficial and that topic representations can be used to predict the domain of a test document.
A large number of studies have proposed and investigated language models for machine translation. The most popular smoothing method in statistical machine translation is the Kneser-Ney (KN) models [24] , which are implemented in LM toolkits such as SRILM [3] and KenLM [15] . A polynomial discounting mechanism [10] was proposed by Schütze in the POLO model, which is a class-based LM that interpolates additional classes.
In this work, we investigate the domain adaptation language models based on tunable discounting parameters and domain interpolation. We also address the domain detection methods based on text clustering and domain language models.
Domain detection
In this section, we use two domain detection techniques to discover domains automatically. If the techniques can detect the domain of the test data, then the MT system can choose the optimal domain adaptation models to improve the results on translation tasks.
To evaluate the domain discrimination methods, we perform experiments by using a standard MT tuning and test set from different domains as experimental data to classify the domains. The data are ChineseEnglish parallel data covering the following 6 domains: Biology (Bio), Food (Food), Semiconductor (Semi), Social Media (Social), Newswire (News) and Web News (Web). For each domain, the data has two parts including tuning set and test set. In the following sections, two methods will be used to detect the domains of the test sets.
Topic clustering for domain detection
In the first method, we use Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [6] for the documents clustering and cosine similarity to perform the domain detection task.
We put all the tuning sets and test sets together as the LDA training set. The training data are normalized and all the stop words are filtered out. We set the number of topics to 6 and do the document clustering on the training set. After fitting on the documents, LDA provides inferred topics, probability distribution over words and document probability distributions over topics. The sentences in the training set are then labeled with domain name for the domain detection purpose.
The document probability distributions over topics are used for text domain matching. The attributes of the training text vectors and test text vectors are the topic distribution vectors of the documents. Cosine similarity is used to measure the similarity between two vectors of documents. The resulting similarity ranges from 0 to 1 and in-between values indicating intermediate similarity of the text domains.
The similarities between all the training set and test set are illustrated in However, in the last three lines of the table, we can see that the similarities between the Social media, News and Web news are close to each other, which is also true in the fifth line, where the similarities between the Web tuning data and the test set from Social, News and Web news are 0.8633, 0.9519 and 0.9996. It is not easy to discriminate the Newswire data and the Web news data, since the similarities between Newswire and Web news are close to 0.97. As we know, the two domains are very close to each other.
We also use visualizations to show the similarities of the sentence. We created a new interactive visualization to enable a deeper analysis of the possibles errors of this method. Figure 1 is a visualization based on Radvis [17] . Firstly, it depicts the similarities between the sentences in the test set and the inferred topics. The dots represents the sentences and the color of the dots corresponds to the gold stand domains. In this figure we can see that most of the sentences from domains "Bio", "Semi", and "Food" are easy to recognize. In contrast, many sentences from the domains "News", "Social", and "Web" are difficult to differentiate, because they also similar to each other.
LMs for domain detection
In the second method, domain LMs were used for the domain detection. We trained LMs on the same tuning sets covering 6 domains. The LMs on the tuning set were used to calculate perplexities on the test data. We can use the perplexities matrix to detect which domain the test set belongs to. The lowest perplexity point to the test set with closed domain. In this way, we consider the tuning set and the test set are from the same domain. SRILM are used to train 5-gram language models on Chinese domain data.
All the perplexities for the different test sets are shown in Table 2 . The first line of this table show the results of the LM trained on the Biology tuning set. The LM was used to calculate perplexities for the test sets from the different 6 domains. It is shown that the perplexity for the test set of Biology data is 340.6. which is lower than other perplexities (from 2403.8 to 6155.5). In other lines of this table, we can also see that the lowest perplexities of the test data always from the same domain LMs. In the fifth line of this table, we can observe that the LMs is from Web News data, the lowest perplexity comes from Web data (852.8) and the second lowest perplexity from news domain (1428.8). The two perplexities are closer than the others since the two domains are more similar than other domains. This result confirms that the lowest perplexity matches the most similar domains. The experiment results indicate that the domain LMs can effectively detect the domain of the test data.
Comparing the results of the last line in Table 1 and  Table 2 , we can see that the domain LM method can easily distinguish between the web news and the newswire data by large perplexities difference (995.5 and 2072.4). By analyzing the topic (e.g., business, biology) and genre (e.g., newswire, web-blog), we can see that the differences across topics are limited to domain. The text clustering based method could not classify the text such as newswire and web news since they share similar topics. Our LM methods can discriminate well the genre specifics of the two texts.
In both of these two methods, we only use the source language data (Chinese in our experiment) to detect which domain the test set belongs. While we got the domain of the source language, we use the parallel data from the target language (English in our experiment) for our domain adaptation LM optimization. We can use the target language data to optimize the parameters of our domain adaptation language models or do the domain interpolation for MT system.
Domain adaptation language models
The KN model [24] smooths the LM by a discounts D(c) which are trained on the training corpora. We proposed a simpler n-gram model, the polynomialdiscount domain-adaptation LM (DA) [11] in our earlier work by using polynomial discounting parameters, which are trained on a validation data. We improve the discounting function in our recent work [12] with more parameters and replace the KN discount D(c) by the discounting function:
There are 5 parameters in this model, t c representing three constant parameters t 1 , t 2 and t 3 , respectively. When the n-grams are low-frequency events (c ≤ 3), we only tune the KN discount D(c) by adding a parameter t c . In this way we can use the advantage of KN discount and tune the discounts to new domain. However, when the n-grams are high-frequency events (c > 3), we use the sum of the modified KN discount D(c) and the polynomial discount function with parameters ρ and γ. We use this polynomial discount function to replace the t c to adapt the high-frequency events in this case, because KN discount still keeps the discount D(c) as D(3) even c > 3. In this way, we use the advantages of KN and polynomial discount and avoid the disadvantages of them. All the parameters added to the modified KN discount function D(c) need to be optimized on the target data. We call this tunable and polynomial discounting KN Model (TPKN) defined as:
This LM model is a simple, recursive model with tunable discounting parameters and polynomial discounts. We use a simple back-off scheme for smoothing. Heuristic grid search is used to find the optimal parameters.
MT evaluation experiments

Setup
To evaluate our approaches, we apply the domain detection methods and domain adaptation LMs on MT system in the following sections.
In the domain detection step, we use LDA and domain LMs to work on text classification. Cosine similarities and perplexity are used to discover the text domain. After the domain detection step, additional data from the same domain will be chosen as the development data. These data will be used to optimize the parameters of LMs or for domain interpolation. As already mentioned, we use a tuning step with the development data to set those discounting parameters in TPKN model. During heuristic grid search for the optimal discounting parameters, we explore the space with step size 0.01. we have modified the SRILM implementation of discounting in order to implement our TPKN model. We use SRILM modified KN model to generate 5-gram LMs on English data.
For the MT evaluation experiments, we used the statistical machine translation framework Moses [21] . Giza++ [9] , which is part of Moses, with the alignment "grow-diag-final-and" heuristic [18] was used to obtain the word alignments. The translation models were trained with parallel sentences after length-ratio filtering. We use BLEU [16] score to evaluate MT results for the test sets.
Corpora
A special release of the sentence-aligned MultiUN corpus [2] was used as training data, which is a multilingual parallel corpus extracted from official documents published by the United Nations from 2000 to 2009. This corpus is available in all 6 official languages of the UN and contains roughly 300 million words per language. The Chinese-English part was made available in August 2011 for IWSLT 2011, of which, we only use 2 million parallel Chinese-English sentences as MT training data. 8.8 million English sentences were used as general LM training data.
The evaluation is based mostly on NIST data. The NIST data consists of newswire documents, human transcriptions of broadcast news documents collected by the LDC. The NIST documents are quite different (in style and language) from the contract documents of MultiUN. Thus, we consider the MultiUN and the NIST data as data from different domains. NIST 2002 NIST , 2004 NIST , 2006 was used as tuning data and NIST 2005 as test data. The NIST 2005 data are exactly the same test data from newswire domain as we used in the domain detection steps. After we got the domain of the test language, we can apply the domain data for the MT system.
In addition, we used more than 15,000 lines Newswire domain data from the NIST 2009, -10, -11, -12, -13, -14, for the domain interpolation LM. Obviously, the domain of the additional NIST data is the same as our target test data. With the additional domain data, we interpolated our LM for the training set with an additional LM for the domain data.
Results and discussion
The outcomes of our experiments are listed in Tables 3-5 . Let us discuss the individual experiments one-by-one.
Language model perplexity experiments
The first experiment investigates the perplexity performance of the different LMs on cross-domain data. For comparison, we also report the results obtained on in-domain data. We train the language models on the training data and evaluate the LMs perplexities on different domain validation and test sets.
For the in-domain experiment, the training set, the validation set, and the test set are from the English part of MultiUN. The training set contains more than 2 mil- In the experiment, we compare the standard modified KN language models provided by the toolkits SRILM and KenLM. KenLM uses a no-pruning strategy, which it compensates for with its high efficiency allowing it to handle the resulting large models. Since our models and the KN models in SRILM rely on pruning to reduce the size of the models, we select the modified KN model implemented in SRILM (KN) as baseline. We also compare the TPKN model with the recently related work polynomial-discount domain-adaptation LM (DA) [11] . Table 3 shows the performance of all LMs. Our baseline is the modified KN model offered by SRILM. In the in-domain case, we observe improvements in perplexity (from 54.55 to 52.50) compared to our baseline on the validation set. Similarly, we observe a slight improvement in perplexity from 60.64 to 58.34 on the test set. When we compare the TPKN model with the DA model (52.39 on Val, 58.33 on Tst), we observe slight improvement. These results suggest that our TPKN model slightly improves LM performance even on in-domain data. KenLM obtain the lowest perplexities (49.14 on Val, 52.13 on Tst), however, the model produced by KenLM is much larger (2.80 GB) than other models in SRILM (< 600 MB). We currently employ the same pruning strategy as SRILM, so our models are small (583.03 MB) compared to models of KenLM and have essentially the same size as the standard SRILM KN models. It remains to be seen whether the reported advantages can also be obtained using a no-pruning strategy as in KenLM together with our model.
When we compare in-domain and cross-domain performance, we observe that the perplexities increase from roughly 50 to roughly 280, which shows that the NIST data is rather different from the training data. The results in Table 3 indicate that our model can achieve considerable perplexity improvements for cross-domain data. The perplexity drops from 289.92 (KN) to 270.24 (TPKN) . The results are mirrored on the test set, where we observe an improvement from 312.30 (KN) to 284.99 (TPKN). The scores on the validation and test set are similar as expected because the various NIST data sets are comparable. Compared with the DA model (271.20 on Val, 286.53 on Tst), our model also achieve slightly but considerable improvement. The KenLM performs worst on cross-domain data (296.51 on Val, 317.94 on Tst) with the largest size (9.40 GB) compared with SRILM models (2.19 GB). Since our work focus on the cross-domain scenario, we do not compare the result of KenLM in the following experiments. Overall, our model outperforms the modified KN model in SRILM. The tuning of the discount parameters for our model on the cross-domain validation set helps our model adapt well to new data.
In summary, the perplexity experiments show that our model does not suffer worse performance than the competitor on in-domain data, but offers benefits on cross-domain data. This suggests that we can safely use our model both on in-domain and cross-domain data.
Cross-domain machine translation experiments
Following our experiments with perplexity, we applied the domain adaptation LMs to a Chinese-toEnglish translation task using both hierarchical phrasebased (HPBMT) [5] and phrase-based (PBMT) [23] translation models of Moses [21] . The various obtained translation systems are evaluated automatically with BLEU [16] .
For the machine translation experiments, roughly 2 million Chinese-English parallel sentence pairs from the MultiUN corpus were used as our training data. The same validation and test sets were used but the Chinese part of those data are now also used. In this experiment, the validation set is considered as tuning set in the Moses framework. We measured the overall translation quality with the help of BLEU [16] which was computed on tokenized and lowercased data. The obtained BLEU scores are shown in Table 4 . The results are from phrase-based machine translation model (PBMT) and hierarchical phrase-based model (HPBMT). Stars indicate significant BLEU score improvements over the baseline (at confidence level 95%).
In the in-domain MT, all the BLEU score are higher than 30, which confirms that MT models perform well in the translation of text from the same domain data. Our LM outperformed the KN baseline and the DA model in both scenarios (phrase-based and hierarchical translation model) in which we observed slight improvements from 31.32 (KN), 31.34 (DA) to 31.43 (TPKN) with phrase-based translation model and from 34.30 (KN), 34.78 (DA) to 34.87 (TPKN) with hierarchical translation model.
By comparing, cross-domain performance with indomain, the BLEU scores decrease from roughly 30 to roughly 20. Given that the training set and test are from the same corpora (MultiUN), the MT system can achieve a high performance in this in-domain experiment; In the meantime, the difference between the training set (MultiUN) and the test set (NIST) should be the reason why the BLEU scores drop. This can be explained by the observation that even huge in-domain training data is typically insufficient to combat crossdomain data sparseness. The overall translation quality allows us to study how to improve the translation performance even if we do not have enough in-domain data.
Cross-domain results show that our model retains a benefit in both scenarios (phrase-based and hierarchical translation model). We observe significant improvements from 20.05 (KN) to 20.42 (TPKN) with phrase-based translation model and from 20.64 (KN), to 20.93 (TPKN) with the hierarchical translation model. This improvement is statistically significant at confidence p < 5%, which we calculated on pairwise bootstrap resampling methods [19] . The DA model performs similar (20.95 ) as the TPKN model in In hierarchical translation model. However, the TPKN models outperforms the DA (20.35) model in phrase-based translation model.
Overall, the results indicate that our model outperforms KN in terms of both perplexity and translation tasks, especially in cross-domain scenarios.
Domain-interpolated machine translation experiments
Another solution to the domain adaptation issue is to interpolate the LM with an additional LM for the target domain. These mixture models weights are tuned on the development set. This approach utilizes both types of data independently, which can be beneficial. However, to estimate an LM for the target domain, a substantial training data in the target domain is required.
In this experiment, we used an additional small target training set from the NIST 2009, −10, −11, −12, −13, −14. The domains of the NIST data is the same as our target test data. Consequently, the validation set and the test set are still the same as the previous experiment.
Firstly, we trained a big LM on large training data (MuliUN) as previous experiments. In the meantime, we trained another small LM on the small target domain data (NIST2009-14). We interpolated the big LM with the small LM trained on NIST data. The language model mixture weights were optimized to minimize the perplexity measured on the development data. Finally, we could evaluate the test data by the mixed language model with the optimal interpolation weight. Since the target domain training set is small, we simply used the KN model to train the LMs on the domain data. All the models were interpolated by this KN model. Finally, we implemented the LMs to the same Moses setup as in the previous experiment for the machine translation evaluation. This experiment investigated the performance of the different interpolated LMs on crossdomain machine translation.
The results are shown in Table 5 . In order to compare our domain-interpolated LMs with the previous raw language models, we put the results of previous raw models in the first three lines of this table. The BLUE scores show that the domain interpolated LMs outperform the raw models without domain data. KN interpolated model obtain a BLEU score of 20.50 (phrase-based translation model), which is a gain of 0.45 BLEU points over the baseline (20.05) . The KN interpolated model also achieve a BLEU score from 20. With the additional domain data, the TPKN models still outperform the DA model (20.51 and 20.96 ). This improvement is not statistically significant. However, the domain-interpolated TPKN model outperforms all other systems including the KN interpolated domain model.
Comparing the results of the domain-interpolated KN model with the raw TPKN model, we can see that the TPKN model performs as well as the domain-interpolated KN model. The TPKN model even achieves a BLEU score of 20.93 which is higher than the domain-interpolated KN model (20.87 ). This improvement is not significant but considerable for cross-domain test set, because the raw TPKN model does not use any domain data for LM interpolation.
Overall, these results suggest that the small target domain-based interpolation LM slightly improves LM performance on domain data. Our TPKN model with interpolation can still outperform KN model. Compared with the domain-interpolated models, the raw TPKN models achieved considerable improvement even if they do not have additional data.
Conclusion
In this paper, we utilized visualizations to show the similarities of different domains and addressed methods to detect the domain of the test data based on text clustering and domain language models. These methods were used to classify the test data and to discover the domain of the target set. With the domain data, we proposed a domain adaptation language model TPKN which can easily be tuned to new domains and is thus ideally suited for domain adaptation. We also interpolate this language model with a small specific language model trained on the domain we discovered. Perplexity shows that our models outperform the baseline model especially in domain adaptation scenarios. We implemented our models in the Moses statistical machine translation framework, in which we also observed significant BLEU score improvements.
Future research work will be to improve our work including a more efficient algorithm for domain clustering. We would also like to apply our model to more different domain data.
